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SEMESTER - 2: COMPLIMENTARY COURSE FOR PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

COURSE CODE: 15U2CPMAT2 - INTEGRAL CALCULUS AND MATRICES

Time: Three Hours. Maximum. Marks:75

Part A

Answer all Questions

Each Question Carries I mark

1. Evaluate ti tif+ - yz)dy dx.

2. Find the characteristic equation of the matrix [_1, 'r1
3. Findtheareaoftheregion enclosedbythelinex = 2y',x = 0 and ! =3.
4. State the fundamental theorem of calculus.

-15. Evaluate J_,(1 - lxl)dx.
6. Write the no]luro. of solid of revolution of the continuous functio n y = R(x) from a to b about

the x axis.

7 . Defrne the rank of a matrix.

8. State Fubini's theorem in first form.

g. Show that if ,tr is an eigen value of a non singular matrix A, then ] ir * eigen value of A-7.

10. Define the normal form ofamatrix.

Part B

Answer Any Eight

Each Question Carries 2 marks

11.Veriff Cayley Hamilton theorem 

", [; i]

12. Change in to polar coordinates tl tY f-' + y') dy d.xandevaluate

13. Evaluate II^ ydy dr whereRistheregionboundedbytheparabolas !2 =4x and xz =4y.

14. Find the length of the curve y = *1 from x:{ to x:4.
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15. Evaluate ff stn2i coti ax.

16. Use the inequality cosx > 1- | ,whichholds for all x, to find a lower bound for the value of
e7
Jo cosx ax.

17. Find the area of the surface generated by revolving about the axis of x, the arc of the parabola

!2 : 4ax from the origin to the point where x:a, a)0.

[1 6 -1Bl
18. By reducing to Echelon form , find the rank of l-4 0 5 l.

L-s 6 -131
19. Find the area of the region enclosed by the pu.uloiu x"= yz-andthe line 7s - y * 2.

20. Evaluat 
" I: fi to't* + y + z) dz d.x dy.

Part C
Answer Any Five

Each Question Carries 5 marks

21. Find the area of the region between the curve y -- x2 - 6x * B, 0S x < 3.

22. Find,the volume of the solid generated by revolving the ellipse #.';= 1, about the x axis.

23. State and prove the mean value theorem for definite integrals.

24. Evaluat" ti t;- xy d.x dy by changing the order of integration.

l? t. -1 -1 I
25. Find the rank of tne matrix 11" -+ -i 

-f I uslng normal form.r;;;_;l
26. Find the area enclosed by the lemniscate r2 -- 4 cos20.

27. Solve by Cramer's rule: 5x+3y*32: 48;
2x*6y-32= L8;
8x-3y+22:21.

Part D
Answer Any Two

Each Question Carries 12 marks

28. Evaruat" I: t:+dyd"x.
29. Find the area of tft" region between the curve ! = x3 and x axis on the interval [0,b], where b>0

using Riemann sum.

30. Evaluale III" jlllkwhere V is the tetrahedron bounded by the planes x -- 0,y : 0,2 : 0'"'v (x+Y+z+7)J
and x*y*z:l.

31. Veriff Cayley Hamilton theorem f* / : I t 1 -ttl and hence find .4-1.
l.-z -4 -41
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